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Hope is the thing with feathers  

“Hope” is the thing with feathers -
That perches in the soul -
And sings the tune without the words -
And never stops - at all -

And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard -
And sore must be the storm -
That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm -

I’ve heard it in the chillest land -
And on the strangest Sea -
Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.

Emily Dickinson
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Director’s welcome
Welcome to our Autumn/Winter Sydenham Garden Newsletter.  Phew!  It’s been a year 
since the last newsletter and what a year it’s been.  What was frightening and unfamiliar 
back in February has become strangely familiar, though no less frightening for many 
people, as we have moved into this new world of lockdowns, social distancing and 
reorganising our lives around the circumstances and limitations we now confront. 

For many in our Sydenham Garden Community this period has been challenging, 
throwing up difficulties with home life, work, illness and lack of social contact.  It has 
inevitably impacted on all of our mental health and we have been acutely aware of 
the particular strain on people in our service who were already experiencing mental 
distress.  I am incredibly proud of our team who have dug deep and shown resilience, 
huge flexibility and ongoing concern and love for the people we aim to support. 

Our team of staff and our wonderful volunteers have undertaken completely new tasks 
and roles over the last 8 months, which they may never have thought of doing when 
they first joined us, and I was awed by their adaptability and their determination to 
support our community however they were able.  We have also been greatly cheered 
by the expansive partnership working going on across Lewisham.  Our colleagues 
and friends at Lewisham Community Wellbeing, BLG Mind, Lewisham Dementia 
Hub, Lewisham Local, Evelyn Community Food Bank, VSL, London Farms & Gardens, 
Lewisham Biodiversity Network, SLaM and Mercers’ Company, to name just a few, have 
proved an invaluable resource for sharing ideas, gaining perspective of the approach 
others are taking, and comparing what is working and what is challenging for our 
services.  We have grown closer to our community and more connected to the work 
going on around us and through borough wide initiatives.  Long may these connections 
continue.

In these pages I hope you will get a flavour of the activity that has been going on 
through the last year, through spring, summer and autumn.  You’ll read some beautiful 
reflective prose from one of our volunteers and one of our co-workers, musing on 
what gardening and the changing seasons mean to them.  We reflect on the honour 
bestowed on us in June when we won the Queens Award for Voluntary Service and 
you’ll also learn more of our efforts to boost our fundraising potential and diversify our 
approach following the huge blow that the charity sector is facing to its future finances.  
Finally, there are lots of opportunities to get involved and support us, perhaps in new 
ways, as we look forward together to the year ahead and take stock of the experiences 
we’ve just come through.  There is more to come but we are ready and optimistic 
about our way forward, together with the people that form the heart and soul of our 
organisation.

With warmest autumn wishes,
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The African Caribbean group is a new project that Sydenham Garden has been 
delivering in partnership with Lewisham Community Wellbeing since January 2020. The 
aim of the group is to support people who identify as African or Caribbean through 
therapeutic gardening and creative activity. 

After the first couple of months of face to face groups, we moved online in April and 
people have been taking part in gardening and creative activity from their homes. 
In October the group celebrated Black History Month and people did independent 
research about black historical figures in the field of art, agriculture, music and mental 
health, with the aim of sharing their stories more widely through Sydenham Garden and 
Lewisham Community Wellbeing.  In another session they made paper weaving inspired 
by Kente Cloth design, used by the Ashanti people of Ghana, which produced some 
beautiful designs with a huge range of colours and patterns.

In October Bromley Lewisham and Greenwich Mind shared social media posts about 
our activity and also worked with us to produce a video, in which group members took 
part to celebrate World Mental Health Day and share the benefits of creative activity 
and being in nature. 

Jermaine Bennett - Group co-ordinator and Head of Services

Updates from our projects…

Exploration and Expression 
with the African Caribbean Group

Kente paper weaving
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Flower Therapy at Growing Lives

After a tough start to the year here at Growing Lives, we are all so pleased to be back 
doing what we love best – working together, sharing our skills and knowledge, and 
enjoying each others’ company in the beautiful great outdoors. 

We’ve had to work hard to install all the necessary measures to make sure that we can 
keep everybody safe. But we weren’t going to let that beat us! Here you can see Jullen, 
our resident floristry expert, teaching our Tuesday morning group how to create truly 
stunning bouquets using the flowers we grow here at the garden.

In the last month or so our schedule has filled up quickly. Each week we are now 
running four Co—worker sessions, three outdoor education sessions for the pupils from 
Brent Knoll school, as well as a group for asylum seekers suffering from complex PTSD.  
We’re also working hard to continue to develop the Sydenham Garden Flower Farm.

There may still be uncertain times to come, but we couldn’t hope for a more amazing 
team of Co-workers, volunteers and staff with which to face the challenges. 

David Lloyd - Growing Lives Project Co-ordinator

Jullen and bouquet making demonstration Sydenham Garden Flowers in a vase
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Last autumn saw the first off site Art and Craft Sydenham Garden group. We were 
hosted by the beautiful Besson Street Community Garden in New Cross Gate and 
enjoyed introducing folk from a new part of our borough to the pleasures found in 
relaxed creative activities.  Unfortunately, this group, like all of our others, was stopped 
in response to lockdown in March. Since then support for Art and Craft co-workers 
began to be provided remotely. We began with weekly phone calls and moved onto 
meeting in groups online using Zoom which was new for everybody concerned!

Volunteers have been invaluable in supporting these groups by logging in and being 
part of sessions as well as coming to Wynell Road and packing up parcels of colourful 
art materials to send out for people to use at home.  We have socially distanced working 
practises on site and are getting used to weaving around each other with armfuls of 
paper, pens, paints, and all sorts of sticky, shiny bits and bobs which get packed into 
packages for sending to people’s homes.

In October we sent out a wonderful collage pack which enabled co-workers to build up 
painterly images using magazine papers and glue! As it was Black History Month, we 
were inspired by the artwork of several black artists who use collage in their practice, 
including Deborah Roberts, Christopher Ofili, Lorna Simpson and Njideka Akunyili 
Crosby.  Here you can see a fantastic piece of collage produced after the session by our 
co-worker Pat.  Tate Modern here we come!

Jo Vallis - Art & Craft Project Lead

Creative Recovery in 
Art & Craft

Collage by Pat November 2020 Pressed flower cards from online activity
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The garden at Wynell Road has been through many transformations this year, as every 
good garden should, but with an added twist as it was allowed to grow unchecked from 
March through to August. 

When garden sessions resumed in late summer, those returning to the garden were 
shocked and delighted by the abundance of wildflowers growing on every bare patch of 
ground and in between the cracks in the pavements too. It is undeniable that the first 
lockdown gave the garden a chance to breath and allowed wildlife to flourish. 

Since co-workers have been coming back to the garden regularly it is rewarding to see it 
return to the well-kept garden that we are all used to seeing: the pathways well-swept, 
the compost freshly turned and the pond water, clean and bright. However look more 
closely and you will see that a few reminders of the period of neglect remain: weedy 
flower beds, and an overgrown nature reserve. The garden has proved too much for us 
to tame overnight. The wild spaces are a fitting reminder of all of the challenges of this 
unique growing season but also a cause to celebrate the power and persistence of the 
natural world on our doorstep.

Charlotte Dove - Garden Project Lead

The Resurgence of Nature 
at Wynell Road

More than weeds pavement plant ids Stag beetle
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Sow & Grow Reimagined

Sow & Grow has been branching out… We have continued to keep in touch with our 
lovely co-workers with the help of our hugely committed volunteers, through Keeping 
in Touch Calls, by sending out our beautifully compiled Bulletins and posting out 
gardening and creative activities. We have links to our Gorgeous Singing videos with 
Jess and our Awesome Movement videos with Annie on our Sydenham Garden Youtube 
Channel (go on have a go!) and they have brought much loved music and lively activity 
to our families in their homes.  They can now sit back and enjoy our fabulously touching 
Sow & Grow Film  which will transport them back to the fun times we had in the garden 
last year. 
(To find all of these films and others go to www.youtube.com/user/SydenhamGarden)

We have been OUT visiting some co-workers in their back and front gardens, with a 
carefully designed box of activities. Some have also been fortunate enough to visit us at 
the Wynell Road site. We have planted garlic, chard, broad beans and potted up Daffodil 
bulbs. We have sung, we have recited poetry, and some people have even made bird 
boxes. 

Most importantly we have had a lot of fun and a great deal of laughter. It has 
reconnected us all and will help us to weather the coming season with very happy 
memories and the joy of the flowering daffodils still to come.   

Rose Pickering - Sow & Grow Project Co-ordinator

Erma and Dawn 
checking the Calaloo

Ewa enjoying the 
garden activity

Filomena and Rosie
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A Royal Honour
 
In June 2020 we were thrilled to be honoured with the Queen’s Award for Voluntary 
Service.  We were delighted with this honour and what it represents for our amazing 
team of volunteers.  Many of our volunteers have moved through Sydenham Garden, 
first as co-workers themselves and then returning as volunteers and this Award is a huge 
testament to the hundreds of hours that our volunteers give each week, of their own 
time, to help others on the path to better mental health.  

The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service is highly prestigious, known as the ‘MBE for 
Volunteer Groups’ and we were one of 230 charities, social enterprises and voluntary 
groups to receive it in 2020 after being nominated in the summer of 2019.  The 
Award aims to recognise outstanding work by volunteer groups to benefit their local 
communities. It was created in 2002 to celebrate the Queen’s Golden Jubilee and 
recipients are announced each year on 2nd June, the anniversary of the Queen’s 
Coronation.

In October this year we were lucky enough to be presented with our Award by our very 
own Deputy Lieutenant of Lewisham Steve Bullock, in a low key, Covid-19 compliant 
handover at De Frene on a gloriously sunny morning.  All being well, two of our volunteers 
will also attend a garden party at Buckingham Palace in May 2021, along with other 
recipients of this year’s Award (though we are waiting to hear how that may or may not go 
ahead!).

In response to the announcement of the Award back in June, Kenton Brown, one of our 
wonderful volunteers said, “I volunteer with the African Caribbean group, running short 
gardening sessions and using gardening as a tool to support peoples’ mental health.  I feel 
welcomed at the garden. Feeling welcomed makes me want to help, I have experienced 
my own mental health difficulties and know where some of the people are coming from. I 
enjoy doing it because I know the people who come are benefiting like I have.  I feel very 
happy that Sydenham Garden has won the QAVS Award. Sydenham Garden has given me 
hope and a future.”

Julia Brandreth, our Chair of Trustees said, “I am delighted that our group’s work has been 
recognised in this way.  It is a huge tribute to the hard work and outstanding commitment 
of our volunteers who make Sydenham Garden a success in so many different ways.  I am 
particularly pleased that this Award has been received now as it gives me the opportunity 
to thank my predecessor as chair, Jim Sikorski, who founded Sydenham Garden along 
with a small group of local residents in 2002.  Their vision and dedication turned a 
neglected nature reserve into the wonderful therapeutic resource we have today.”

Left: Covid safe Award 
presentation with Steve Bullock, 
Coralie and Dawn, one of our 
fantastic volunteers

Right: The Queen’s Award 
for Voluntary Service in the 
sunshine
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Checking on the Tomatoes

At the time of writing, it seems I am a gardener. Green? Yes. Still reluctant? Perhaps 
slightly, though more with the tag than the forks and trowels… I’ve never been a big fan 
of labels. But seriously? A Gardener? Well why not? My name is Jon… I am currently in 
my third season as a Co-Worker at the mighty Sydenham Garden… and I am a Gardener.

I started in The Garden in June 2019 whilst struggling with anxiety and depression. 
Amidst high temperatures, I queued at the single outdoor tap, watering-can in hand, 
to help quench the thirst of the beautiful Wynell Road site; I planted, fed and watered 
cucumbers… and radishes… and Wong Bok; I admired the Honeysuckle and drank tea 
in the shade with my indomitable Wednesday Morning group… in my mind, we are The 
A-Team; and I shared the acrid stench of Comfrey Tea with my new-found friend Paul, 
laughing together between gulps of air, as we strained this potassium-heavy plant food 
through a pair of old tights. 

Come the Autumn, I found the ‘fleeceys’ in the Boot Room… and started using them. 
I said goodbye to the cucumbers. The Radishes never appeared. And the Wong Bok 
was distributed amongst the groups. I picked up barrow-loads of wind-fall apples; 
cut back hedges; made more Comfrey Tea… and some Nettle Tea too; and I helped 
ferry woodchip from the back-gate delivery point to the various paths across the site. 
I also saw the garden change for the first time. There is, it seems, little sentiment in 
gardening. Under the ever-caring eye of our group leader Rachael, we just got on with 
the tasks of the day. I did, however, linger from time to time at the cold frames next to 
the greenhouse. I will always remember those cucumbers. 

And now, Winter. Over the last three weeks, I have been in a small sub-team tasked with 
creating a path around the mud hut, allowing access to pond-side whilst controlling 
that route with the private-hires in mind. Nothing dampens a children’s party more, I 
would imagine, than a sodden six-year-old. Health and Safety is always the number one 
priority at Sydenham Garden… with Well-Being coming a close second. Our new path 
ensures both. Constructing a Wicker Fence surround was surprisingly straight-forward. 
I bashed in the branch poles with gusto and a wooden mallet… it’s been a tough few 
weeks in my life away from The Garden… and then joined the weavers as we fed the 
donated willow branches into our build. Today we built and installed a rather nifty gate. 
It’s a useful path, a great fence... and an awesome gate. I am very proud of our A-Team. 

Away from The Garden, my life has also changed. I am no longer on medication and I 
have started working again. I enjoyed my school job but I ran out of steam there. I am 
now teaching one day a week in a prison, which I love. I am also volunteering at a local 
Food Bank; I am a parent-governor at my son’s new school; and I’m editing a friend’s 
book on camping. My life is full again and, overall, I am happy. There are still challenges, 
both now and ahead, but I feel more equipped to deal with them. I know better who I 
am now. I know about loss… and I know about new growth. 

My Mum died in August. 
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It was a shock, despite her cancer diagnosis at the start of 2019. She was in hospital 
from the summer. I would tell her stories from Sydenham Garden. The fresh cucumber 
was the last thing I remember seeing her eat. God love her. She really didn’t have the 
appetite, but she took the slice I offered her, moved it around her mouth and assured 
me it was very tasty. I knew it was. There’s nothing like fresh cucumber from the 
garden… particularly Sydenham Garden. 

Diana Pauline Crawshaw was moved to St Christopher’s Hospice in Sydenham four days 
before she passed. She went quickly in the end… maintaining her stoicism and dignity 
until her last breath. I was there. Strange as it will sound, I look back on it as a privilege 
to have been present at her death. She saw me into the world… and I saw her out. It 
is, I reflect, the natural order of things. I wasn’t on my own… and I don’t speak for the 
others… but for me, it was a life-defining moment. I knew, in that instant, that my life is 
not over yet. I have lots more to do. I’m not finished. It’s not my time. I thank my mum 
Pauline for that. It is one more gift she has given me, and I am now living my life with 
her help. It’s not easy, of course. Grief has stages… and I’m still going through mine… 
but I have support. In that, I consider myself fortunate. 

The tomatoes were very late this year. We remarked on it at Sydenham Garden and my 
Stepdad Andrew confirmed it. He should know. He’s been growing tomatoes most of his 
life… and lettuce… and rhubarb… and the rest. They were tasty… the tomatoes. Sweet 
and juicy. It was with some surprise, then, that on my recent visit to the greenhouse in 
their garden… I mean his garden now… I saw some tomatoes still left on the plant. The 
leaves were shrivelled, and the plant stalks were brown… but the tomatoes shone red. 
I was tempted to eat them… to conjure a memory… to taste something remembered. 
Andrew advised against it. “They won’t be any good. I wouldn’t touch them if I were 
you.” In all things garden… including the crops… I listen to Andrew. I took a picture of 
them on my phone instead. 

And I thought about my Mum. 

Jon Preston, Feb 2020

Jon’s mum PaulineJon and a Sydenham 
Garden cucumber
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Spring 2020
Spring has me dumbfounded. Its colour, its scent, its longer light; its life. A change 
that’s so merrily welcome has been completely surrounded by changes that are 
unwelcome. We look to blossom as a marker of change, one that reminds us that 
good (and bad) things pass, only to be followed by something even more glorious. 

It’s a moment of transition, where the deepest/sweetest/most humble/most buttery 
colours announce themselves then slowly fade away, leaving behind a green for us. 
From the second they arrive, then disappear, a new bloom arrives, then disappears, 
only to keep our breath short, our sighs heavy and our anticipation for heat and rays 
going and going. 

Blossom has shown people the way for centuries. All the species that wax and wane 
have acted as maps for people without maps. As one orchard blooms and fruits in one 
place, another orchard is blossoming and directing us towards the next set of fruiting 
trees, hopping from a slightly different climate to another climate.

When I’m outside now, it’s only for bare minutes in 
the wild, never hours. That time has brought back 
old anxieties for me. Ones that say the outside 
isn’t safe and people are not safe, enough to make 
my heart pound a little louder and any encounter 
to block my speech. But I do have these moments, 
when I walk the same route along the River Pool, 
where I notice something has changed. Maybe the 
comfrey is out, electrifying purple, so unnatural 
looking but humming with life. 

I’m suddenly aware of how many species of 
Hawthorn are in this two-mile-patch, and that I can 
recognise their puzzle piece leaves and their tiny 
bouquets of flowers. 

When I walk, I pick at things, as respectfully as I can of course, but I like to snip at the 
branches and the stems just as they’re budding or when they’re in full bloom. I try to 
focus on what I like, what plant has drawn me to it, what would I really love to sniff, and 
then I feel grateful for some sort of break from (what feels like) a chaos around me. 

I take these home and I spend a while snipping this leaf off, cutting that stem as short 
and stout as suits the bowl or jar that I’m using that day or maybe I divide one branch 
into three branches and stick that in a bottle. 

Just breathing in that simple pleasure for the rest of the day is a comfort that pays total 
respect to this blossom season that’s been smiling at us all through this bizarre Spring. 

Lauren Goddard, May 2020
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Buy your handmade, Sydenham Garden print Christmas Cards through our website. 
Find out more at: www.sydenhamgarden.org.uk/buy-our-christmas-cards  
Take part in our Winter Raffle with beautifully put together prizes assembled by Sue &
her team of seasonal elves.  Look out for an email or contact us for more information.  

DEC
2020

Join us, from wherever you are, on a Sydenham Garden Sponsored Walk. We’ll be 
teaming up with friends to plan some beautiful, late winter routes through the 
greenest spaces in our borough.  

FEB
2021

Bring your questions to our very own online Gardener’s Question Time and get 
prepared for the growing season ahead.  Panel to be announced!.  

MAR
2021

Explore the local area and take part as an explorer or by providing a stopping 
point, in an Art and Plant Trail through blossom lined streets. 

MAY
2021

Help us raise funds

Or perhaps running 15 miles 
dressed as a pantomime horse? 

Do you fancy sitting in a bathtub 
full of baked beans for 12 hours?  

No? Don’t blame you, nor do we!

It got us to thinking that there could be lots of other aspiring fundraisers 
out there and we also got to planning some events for ourselves (all socially 
distant and Covid safe of course!).  Over the next six months we’ll be posting 
information about fundraising activities on our website, but as a little taster 
here are some of the things that will be coming up (final dates to be confirmed)…

Luckily there are a myriad of less messy, less exhausting ways to help us raise much 
needed funds.  Our funds have taken a hit this year, as we were unable to bring in 
income through our normal seasonal fairs and venue hire.  In spite of this, some of 
our community were extremely enterprising and in early summer we were thrilled to 
receive donations in excess of £3000 from the combined plant sales of the wonderful 
Penny and Sue. 

We are also keen to hear from people 
who may have time to organise events of 
their own or who would like to help us co-
ordinate and spread the word about any 
of the above.  

If you fancy a spot of Community 
Fundraising please get in touch with 
Jermaine!

Raffle prizes for 2020 Christmas raffle
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Become our Friend
We are always grateful to our wonderful 
‘Friends’, those people who have committed 
to making a regular monthly or yearly 
donation to our work.  Knowing these 
regular amounts are coming in allows us to 
plan and allocate resources a long way in 
advance.  It also allows us to dedicate funds 
to new initiatives that aren’t yet tried and 
tested enough for the big grant funders.  
If you or somebody you know would be 
interested in making a regular donation to 
us of any size we would love your support. 
Just fill in the ‘Become a Friend’ form on our 
website or contact us and we can send you a 
copy to fill in.)

Online Giving
There are other ways you can support us 
as well, without spending an extra penny 
of your own.  We are subscribed to two 
online giving platforms and as you shop for 
Christmas gifts, shoelaces or a replacement 
plastic shelf for a fridge (a few of our own 
eclectic recent purchases!) you can be 
continually supporting our work by signing 
up to them.

(Obviously we think it’s really important to support your local stores too, and at this 
time of uncertainty it’s important to help our local companies and communities survive 
by giving them our business.  If, however, an Amazon purchase is unavoidable - read on 
to help make it go that little bit further!)

Both of the above work in similar ways and you just need to sign up and select 
‘Sydenham Garden’ as your chosen charity for us to begin receiving the donations.  

You can sign up on their websites:
www.giveasyoulive.com | smile.amazon.co.uk

(you can even shop on Amazon using Give As You Live!)

If you have any difficulty getting online just give us a call and we’ll talk you through it.

Give As You Live allows you to donate to 
us as you buy from lots of big high street 
retailers.   

If you’re an Amazon user you can shop 
through Amazon Smile and we receive 
a small donation from them for every 
purchase you make.

Penny’s plant fundraiser Cards for sale
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Renewable Electricity at Sydenham 
Garden Resource Centre

We have some great news regarding the Resource Centre itself.  Firstly, having recently 
switched our electricity supplier to Good Energy we are pleased to note the Resource 
Centre is now being powered by 100% renewable energy.   Secondly, over the summer 
we have been able to further build on our commitment to be as environmentally 
friendly as possible by installing 12 Photovoltaic Panels on the roof of the Resource 
Centre. 

We are very grateful to Lewisham Council for their generous grant of £15,000, awarded 
to us from their Community Energy Fund. This funding not only enabled us to install the 
new PV panels but also replace our original Air Source Heat Pump which had broken 
down in the Spring of 2019. 

So not only are we being supplied by 100% renewable electricity we are also producing 
our own! 

Steve Prowse - Business and Premises Manager

Photovoltaics on roof
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Keeping Connected
As part of our new relationship with Lewisham Community Wellbeing (LCW), many co-
workers at Sydenham Garden have been able to benefit from quick and easy access to 
support from other LCW members, (such as Lewisham Refugee and Migrant Network, 
METRO and Bromley Lewisham & Greenwich Mind).  For example, a number of our 
co-workers have also attended partner Peer Support groups, such as Mindfulness and 
Stress Management & Relaxation which have provided a great complement to the work 
they’re doing with us.
  
Adults in Lewisham living with mental ill health can be referred to Sydenham Garden via 
LCW and also access the other services on offer to support recovery and wellbeing. 

To find out more visit: www.lewishamcommunitywellbeing.org.uk

Rachael Tyndall - Outreach and Development Worker

New handwashing station 
outside front door
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In the picture on the previous page you will see that our living roof is looking a little 
depleted of greenery after a hot, dry summer and plenty of foraging by the local magpie 
population.  This meant that plantain and groundsel had begun to proliferate by the 
time our intrepid roof inspectors Alona and Steve were able to go and take a look in 
October.  Luckily they were able to clear a bit of the coverage and leave spaces for some 
of the previously found flowering plants to re-establish. They’ll do the same again in 
December and we look forward to providing plenty of nectar for our local pollinators 
once again come next Spring.

There are other changes on site at the moment as we’ve had to make adjustments to 
delivering our sessions with Covid safe protocols in place.  Steve and Simon our friendly 
carpenter have been busy, securing roofing on the outdoor deck and installing new 
handwashing stations around site to keep everybody safe and secure through the winter.

http://www.lewishamcommunitywellbeing.org.uk


Note from the Chair
As 2020 nears its close I want to give heartfelt thanks to all of you - co-workers, volunteers, 
staff and supporters - for everything you’ve done for Sydenham Garden this year.

Covid-19 has made this a difficult year for the garden, as it 
has for people and organisations everywhere. Many of us 
have suffered illness and bereavement and mental health 
issues have increased exponentially. All of this makes our 
work at Sydenham Garden more important than ever. 

It’s been a year of change for us too. Our founder and 
honorary President, Jim Sikorski, left our board at November’s 
AGM and our trustee Grahame Hindes also stood down. 
They’ve both made huge contributions to Sydenham Garden 
and will be very much missed.  Jim was remembered fondly 
at the AGM in the words of Reg Wickings, another Board 
member and long time volunteer who said “Jim is visionary, 
dedicated and determined, and had the courage to carry on 
during difficult times to give life to his vision of providing 
meaningful interaction and activity in the community, to 
those suffering or recovering from mental ill heath.”  

We also have new faces to welcome. We’ve been extremely lucky to have Kehinde 
Adeogun and Jullen Gordon join our board over the last few months bringing valuable 
experiences and expertise.  Kehinde has lived locally for over 35 years. She has been 
involved as a trustee for a number of Black and LGBT+ charities in the past and is 
currently employed part time as a solicitor for a trade union.  Jullen has been a local 
resident for many decades and is a former co-worker and current volunteer at the 
Garden. Having had a varied career, she has been a manager working for people with 
disabilities to access funding and work opportunities over recent years. She is also a very 
keen gardener.  I look forward to working more with them both over the coming months.

We’ve also been lucky to have appointed our very own Jermaine Bennett to the new 
post of Head of Services and Rachael Tyndall to Jermaine’s previous role of Outreach 
& Development Worker.  Both are settling in brilliantly and supporting our team to get 
referrals moving once more through our services after the interruptions due to the 
Covid-19 crisis in the spring and summer.

Coralie Hopwood has been in the Director’s role for a year now, and although it’s been an 
unusual one she continues to lead us from strength to strength.

I’m sure we’ll face new and renewed challenges in 2021 but, equally, I’m confident that 
together we can rise to those challenges and ensure that Sydenham Garden’s vital work 
continues to grow. 

Julia Brandreth, Chair of Trustees for Sydenham Garden, November 2020

Flowers and card from team 
to Jim to mark his retirement.
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Get Involved
 
Our next newsletter will come out in Spring/Summer 2021.  If you would like to contribute 
a piece of artwork, writing, an observation, recollection or some interesting local news 
please get in touch with Coralie.
 
With thanks to all of the contributors to this newsletter, for their words, images and expert 
design:

Rose, Coralie, Rosie, Jo, Pat, Charlotte, Jermaine, David, Jullen, Jon, Lauren, Sue, Penny, Steve, 
Alona, Rachael, Steve, Dawn, Julia, Aferdita, Mary, Anne-Marie Briscombe and Richard at Design 
Now.  Thanks also to all those working hard in the background to keep our services running, 
our nature reserve and gardens thriving and our imaginations full of creativity and colour.

https://www.sydenhamgarden.org.uk/contact-us/


Get in touch with us:
Sydenham Garden
28a Wynell Road
London
SE23 2LW

Phone: 020 8291 1650
Email: info@sydenhamgarden.org.uk
Website: www.sydenhamgarden.org.uk

Winter Poem

once a snowflake fell
on my brow and i loved
it so much and i kissed
it and it was happy and called its cousins
and brothers and a web
of snow engulfed me then
i reached to love them all
and i squeezed them and they became
a spring rain and i stood perfectly
still and was a flower

     by Nikki Giovanni

mailto:info%40sydenhamgarden.org.uk?subject=
http://www.sydenhamgarden.org.uk

